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1.1.1.1. GENERAL 
The terminal DD1050 manages MANUAL DOSING operations with recipes, products and ingredients. 
This terminal can manage up to 4 scales. 
 
A printer can be connected to the terminal to record all the completed recipes. If necessary, the operator 
can temporarily cut the printer off to avoid some recipes and enable it when needed. 
 
If the terminal comes with input/output contacts, the inputs can be given the same function as some 
control buttons (e.g.: start/stop, change product, etc) and the outputs can be given the same functions as 
some visual signals (e.g.: allowed weight, end of dosage, etc).  
 
This terminal manages a database for the storage of sensible data.  
The following archives are managed: 
• Operators archive 
• Ingredients archive 
• Products archive 
• Recipe plans archive 
• Recipe archive 

 
All the archives can be exported in csv format. 
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1111 1111.... .... MAIN MENU 
When switched on the software opens with the following screen, main menu.  
 

 
 

On the right side of the page are buttons to browse the archives, and to enter in production. 
 
The buttons in the bottom of the page have the following meanings: 

 
Button to enter the TOOLS window 

 

Button to activate the standby display 

 

    

NOTENOTENOTENOTE 

It's possible to change the image on the left of the buttons by copying into the directory 
\Customized\Images an image called "logo". 
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2.2.2.2. INGREDIENTS 
Touch the INGREDIENTS button in the main menu. The list of the ingredients catalogued in the system is 
displayed. Next to the title of the window shows the current page number and the total number of pages.  
At the top of the page you will find the fields for which it is possible to filter the data archive. 
 

 
 

Touch the following buttons to scroll the pages of the archive: 

 

Displays the first page of the archive 

 

Displays the previous page of the archive 

 

Displays the next page of the archive 

 

Displays the last page of the archive 

 
Touch the following buttons to modify data: 

 

Enter a new element 

 

Modify the element currently selected 

 

Cancel the element currently selected or the whole catalogue 
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Zero the total of the selected ingredient or of all the ingredients 

 

Quit and go back to the previous screen 

 
 

2222 1111.... .... ENTER AN INGREDIENT 
From the ingredients catalogue, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to enter 
the data of an ingredient. 
 

 
 
 

Field specs: 

Code 25 characters 

Description 100 characters 

Batch 50 characters 

 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 
 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. MODIFY AN INGREDIENT 
From the ingredients catalogue, touch the Modify button and gain access to the following window 
displaying the data of the ingredient selected in the previous screen. 
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Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 
 

2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3. CANCEL AN INGREDIENT 
From the ingredients catalogue, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected 
ingredient or the whole catalogue are cancelled. 
 

    

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING 

An ingredient  currently bound with a catalogued product cannot be cancelled. 
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3.3.3.3. PRODUCTS 
From the main menu, touch the PRODUCTS key to open the products catalogue of the system. 
 

 
 
 

For the meaning of the buttons, see the paragraph “Ingredients”, and the following: 

 

Remove the filter 

 

Display ingredient list of the selected product 

 

Make a copy of the selected product 

 

Zero the total of the selected product or of all the products 
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3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. ENTER A PRODUCT 
From the products catalogue, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to enter 
data belonging to a product. 
 

 
 
 

Field specs: 

Code 25 characters 

Description 100 characters 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 
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3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. MODIFIY A PRODUCT 
From the products catalogue, touch the Modify button and gain access to the following window displaying 
the data of the product selected in the previous screen. 
 

 
 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3. CANCEL A PRODUCT 
From the products catalogue, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected product or 
the whole catalogue are cancelled. 
 

    

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING 

A product currently bound with a recipe plan cannot be cancelled. 
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4.4.4.4. PRODUCT’S INGREDIENTS 
Touch the product’s ingredients button and gain access to the following mask with the list of the 
ingredients of the selected product. 
 

 
 

Each ingredient is detailed with: 
• Ingredient code and description 
• Required weight and tolerance 
• Scale 
• Indication of not weigh 
• Indication to totalize 

 
For the meaning of the buttons, see the paragraph “Ingredients”, and the following: 

 

Move the selected ingredient to the previous processing position 

 

Move the selected ingredient to the following processing position 

 

4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1. ENTER AN INGREDIENT 
From the product’s ingredients list, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to 
enter a new ingredient. 
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NOTE 
It’s possible to recall an ingredient, already encoded in the ingredients archive, by reading a 
barcode (from serial reader) that contains the code of the ingredient. 

 
By enabling \ disabling the option "Totalize" you can decide whether the ingredient will be totalized (i.e. 
the dosed quantity is used in the calculation of the total for ingredient, total for recipe and is reported in 
the recipe archive). The ingredient will still be presented in the works. 

 

    

WARNING 
In case of ingredients to be weighed, values of required and tolerance must be consistent with 
the division of the scale. 
The tolerance value must be at least one division of the scale. 

 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 
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4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2. MODIFY AN INGREDIENT 
From the product’s ingredients list, touch the Modify button and gain access to the same window but with 
the data of the formula ingredient selected in the list. 
 

 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 
 

4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3. CANCEL AN INGREDIENT 
From the product’s ingredients list, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected 
ingredient or all the ingredients of the selected product are cancelled. 
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5.5.5.5. RECIPE PLANS 
A recipe plan is made up of a series of recipes to be carried out in a sequence. Every recipe plan item 
must be characterized by the recipe, the quantity to produce, how many times the recipe shall be 
repeated and the batch code to bind with the cycle. 
 
From the main menu, touch the RECIPE PLAN button and gain access to the recipe plan catalogue in the 
system. 
 

 
 
 

For the meaning of the buttons, see the paragraph “Ingredients”, and the following: 

 

Remove the filter 

 

Display recipe plan item list of the selected recipe plan 
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5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1. ENTER A RECIPE PLAN 
From the recipe plan catalogue, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to enter 
data belonging to a recipe plan. 

. 
 
 

Field specs: 

Code 25 characters 

Description 100 characters 

 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 
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5.2.5.2.5.2.5.2. MODIFY A RECIPE PLAN 
From the recipe plan catalogue, touch the Modify button and gain access to the following window 
displaying the data of the recipe plan selected in the previous screen. 

 
 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 
 

5.3.5.3.5.3.5.3. CANCEL A RECIPE PLAN 
From the recipe plan catalogue, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected recipe 
plan or the whole catalogue are cancelled. 
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6.6.6.6. RECIPE PLAN ITEMS 
Touch the recipe plan items button and gain access to the following window with the list of the recipe plan 
items of the recipe plan selected in the grid 
 

 
 

For the meaning of the buttons, see the paragraph “Ingredients”, and the following: 

 

Move the selected recipe plan item to the previous processing position 

 

Move the selected recipe plan item to the following processing position 
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6.1.6.1.6.1.6.1. ENTER A RECIPE PLAN ITEM 
From the recipe plan items list, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to enter a 
new recipe plan item. 
 

 
 

A recipe plan item is characterized by: 
• a product for the dosing operation 
• the required quantity 
• the batch to bind with the production cycle  
• how many times the dosing operation shall be carried out following the selected product 

 

Brush the cell to enter the product to gain access to the list of products, touch the  button to 
select a product. 
 
According to the parameter “Required quantity mode”, the quantity to produce with the selected product is 
automatically set, that is: 
• If the system is configured to manage the required quantity as “ingredients sum”, the total sum of the 

required quantities of all the ingredients in the product is displayed  
• If the system is set to manage the required quantity of  production as “fixed total”, 100 kg is 

suggested. 
 
 

    

NOTENOTENOTENOTE 

The batch set in this table is used in every dosing operation of the product entered here. 
In case every dosing operation of a product needs a different batch, create a different dosing 
cycle each product execution and enter 1 in the field cycles of every batch. 
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E.g.: 
Setting just one recipe plan item configured as follows: 
• Product = F1 
• Quantity = 150 kg 
• Batch = L001 
• Cycles = 3  

 
The result is 3 dosing operations implementing product F1, all marked with batch L001. 
 
Setting 3 recipe plan items instead configured as follows: 
• Product = F1 
• Quantity = 150 kg 
• Batch = L001 
• Cycles = 1  

 
• Product = F1 
• Quantity = 150 kg 
• Batch = L002 
• Cycles = 1  

 
• Product = F1 
• Quantity = 150 kg 
• Batch = L003 
• Cycles = 1  

 
The result is a dosing operation implementing product F1 bound with batch L001, a dosing operation with 
product F1 bound with batch L002 and a dosing operation with product F1 bound with batch L003. 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 
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6.2.6.2.6.2.6.2. MODIFY A RECIPE PLAN ITEM 
From the recipe plan items list, touch the Modify button and gain access to the same window but with the 
data of the recipe plan item selected in the list. 
 

 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 

6.3.6.3.6.3.6.3. CANCEL A RECIPE PLAN ITEM 
From the recipe plan items list, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected recipe 
plan item or all the recipe plan items of the selected recipe plan are cancelled. 
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7.7.7.7. OPERATORS 
From the main menu, touch the OPERATORS button to open the operators catalogue of the system. 
 

 
 

For the meaning of the buttons, see the paragraph “Ingredients”. 
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7.1.7.1.7.1.7.1. ENTER AN OPERATOR 
From the operators catalogue, touch the Enter button and gain access to the following window to enter 
the data of an operator. 
 

 
 

Field specs: 

Code 25 characters 

Description 100 characters 

 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 
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7.2.7.2.7.2.7.2. MODIFY AN OPERATOR 
From the operators catalogue, touch the Modify button and gain access to the following window 
displaying the data of the operator selected in the previous screen. 
 

 
 

 

Confirms and saves the data 

 

Cancel the operation 

 
 

7.3.7.3.7.3.7.3. CANCEL AN OPERATOR 
From the operators catalogue, touch the Delete button, confirm the operation and the selected operator or 
the whole catalogue are cancelled. 
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8.8.8.8. RECIPE ARCHIVE 
From the TOOLS window, touch the RECIPE ARCHIVE button to gain access to the list of all the recipes 
processed. 
 

 
For each recipe are showed: date and time, the recipe plan, the batch, the product, the required and the 
extract. 
 
The Recipe Archive contains the fields: 

ID Primary key 

DATE Date and time recorded at the end of the recipe 

RECIPE PLAN CODE Code of the recipe plan processed (if any) 

RECIPE PLAN Description of the recipe plan processed (if any) 

PRODUCT CODE Code of the product processed 

PRODUCT Description of the product processed 

OPERATOR CODE Code of the operator (if any) 

OPERATOR Description of the operator (if any) 

BATCH Batch of the product processed (if any) 

REQUIRED Required total weight calculated as the sum of the required of all the ingredients (the 
weight of the ingredients to be weighed is rounded to the main measure of the scale A) 

EXTRACT Total extract weight calculated as the sum of the extracted weight of all the ingredients 
(the weight of the ingredients to be weighed is rounded to the main measure of the 
scale A) 

 

The button  allows you to access the list of recipe archive details of the recipe selected in the grid: 
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For each component of the product, displays the data related to the ingredient, the required weight, 
tolerance and the extracted weight. 
 
The Recipe Archive Details contains the fields: 

ID Primary key 

RECIPE ARCHIVE 

ID 

Foreign key that associates each row in the Recipe Archive Details with the 
corresponding row of the Recipe Archive 

INGREDIENT 

CODE 

Ingredient code 

INGREDIENT Ingredient description 

BATCH Ingredient batch 

REQUIRED Value of required weight of the ingredient (rounded to the measurement unit of the 
scale) 

TOLERANCE Value of tolerance weight of the ingredient (rounded to the measurement unit of the 
scale) 

EXTRACT Weight value of the ingredient actually extracted in text format (for weighed ingredients 
is also the measurement unit) 

EXTRACT 

(NUMERIC) 

Weight value of the ingredient actually extracted in numeric format 

NOT WEIGHED Indication of ingredient not weighed 
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9.9.9.9. TOOLS 
From the main menu, touch the TOOLS button to gain access to the system utilities. 
 

9.1.9.1.9.1.9.1. SETUP 
Use this button to access the system configuration. 
 

9.2.9.2.9.2.9.2. DATE AND TIME 
Use this button to access the window that allows you to adjust the system date and time. 
 

9.3.9.3.9.3.9.3. ACCESS LEVEL 
At startup, the user is given an ‘Access Level’, which defines the available functions. The higher the 
access level, the wider the allowed functions. 
When the terminal first starts access levels are disabled by default. If you want to use them you need to 
enable in configuration. 
At startup, the sw assigns the user an access level, which can be set in configuration. 
Later, the user can change the access level, possibly unlocked by a password. 
 

9.3.1. MODIFYING THE ACCESS LEVEL 
In the main menu, touch the TOOLS button, then touch the ACCESS LEVEL button. A window opens 
displaying the current access level. 

 
From this window you can select different access levels. To activate an access level may be necessary to 
enter a password. 
 

    

NOTENOTENOTENOTE 

The manual will describe all the features of the various windows assuming that you have access 

to all the functionality of the system.  

 
9.3.2. OPERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ACCESS LEVELS 
 

ACCESS LEVEL 2 

• Enter, modify, cancel or reset the total of an Ingredient 
• Enter, modify, cancel a Product’s ingredient 
• Enter, modify, cancel or reset the total of a Product 
• Enter, modify, cancel a Recipe plan item 
• Enter, modify, cancel a Recipe plan 
• Cancel one or more rows from Recipe Archive 
• Cancel one or more rows from Pending recipes 
• Change any of the settings except for the sequential number 
• Enter, modify, cancel a tare from the archive of preset tares 

 
ACCESS LEVEL 3 

• Access the import window csv file 
• Cancel a recipe in progress 

 
ACCESS LEVEL 4 

• Change the settings of the barcode 
• Change the settings of the DB synchronization  
• Modify the recipe inputs 
• Modify the recipe outputs 
• Modify the print settings 
• Modify the profibus address 
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• Enable \ disable the sequential number and modify the value 
• Access the setup window for the network printer or PDF 
• Access the system setup  
• Access the setup window for transmissions 

 

9.4.9.4.9.4.9.4. DB SYNCHRONIZATION 
Through this button you can synchronize the database of the terminal with a remote database. 
 

9.5.9.5.9.5.9.5. TEST I/O 
Use this button to access the window of the test input and output eventually connected. 
 

9.6.9.6.9.6.9.6. SERVICES ACTIVATION 
Use this button to access the window of activation of optional services such as alibi memory, the network 
printer or PDF. 
 

9.7.9.7.9.7.9.7. RECIPE ARCHIVE 
View the Recipe Archive. 
 

9.8.9.8.9.8.9.8. IMPORT 
Display the window to import archives from a csv file. 
 

 
 

1. Select where is the file to be imported: 
• NAND_Flash is the internal hard drive of the terminal 
• Storage Card is the SD card 
• Hard Disk is the USB stick 

2. Select the file to import 
3. Select the file in which you want to import data 
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4. Press the import button  
 
 

9.9.9.9.9.9.9.9. EXPORT 
Display the window to export archives to a csv file. 
 

 
 

1. Select the archives you want to export 
2. Select where to save the file: 

• NAND_Flash is the internal hard drive of the terminal 
• Storage Card is the SD card 
• Hard Disk is the USB stick 

3. Press the export button  
 

9.10.9.10.9.10.9.10. LOG FILE 
View the log file of the system. 
 

9.11.9.11.9.11.9.11. MEMORY 
Displays the percentage of free memory and system use. 
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10.10.10.10. RECIPE START 
From the main menu, touch the RECIPE START button to open the window to manage the dosing 
operations. 
 
Throughout the manual, these expressions mean: 
1. DOSING OPERATION: all the data processing needed to extract the product, print and/or totalize 

the weighing data and the scale unloading. 
2. ACTIVE DOSAGE: when a dosing operation has started and is in progress. 
3. HOLD DOSAGE: when a dosing operation has started but is not in progress. 

 

 
 

The screen displays the selected scale, the detected weight and some metrological information (stable 
weight, center zero, etc.) 
 
The buttons have the following meaning: 
 

 
SELECTED SCALE: displays the selected scale. 

 

ZERO SCALE: to set the scale at zero. It is enabled only when no filling cycle has 
started on the scale it refers to. This button is enabled during non-active dosage only. 

 

SELF-WEIGHED TARE: to add to the current net weight to the tare if no tare is set. 
This button is enabled during active dosage and completed dosage only. During a 
dosing operation in progress (active/non-active dosage), setting a self-weighed tare is a 
delicate operation as it modifies the current net weight; the possible setting must be 
carried out just after the change of a product. 
 
ZERO TARE: to set the tare at zero, if a tare is set, the whole value, the scale detects, 
is the net weight. This button is enabled during active dosage and completed dosage 
only. Zeroing a tare is a delicate operation as it modifies the current net weight. 

 
PRESET TARE: Displays the window for setting a preset tare. 
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It shows whether the printing of the dosage cycle is enabled or disabled. 
 

 

 

This icon is the indicator of the enable of the parameter "AUTOMATIC FEED 
PRODUCT". If the parameter is enabled at the end of a dosing process, if there's 
another one in the dosing queue, when the starting conditions are verified, it 
automatically starts the next one. 

MENU 

 

Back to the main menu. 

SEL.PLAN 

 

To gain access to the window for the selection of the product/recipe plan to be 
implemented. 

START 

 

This button appears only if no dosing operation is in progress or the dosage is held. 
To start or re-start the dosing operation. 
 
In the first case pressing START makes a "request to start dosing", instead in the 
second case makes a request for "recovery after a stop." 
�� REQUEST TO START DOSING 
The device checks that all the conditions required to carry out dosage are satisfied; if 
they are not verified the start request is rejected and an appropriate error message 
informing the operator of the reason for rejection. If at the time of the request all the 
conditions are satisfied, the device acquires the tare weight on the scale, then it 
switches to " extraction phase " and DOSAGE becomes "ACTIVE": the first ingredient of 
the product selected is loaded. 
�� RECOVERY AFTER A STOP 
The device is ready to resume dosing temporarily suspended by the operator. When 
you press START in this situation, the "HOLD DOSAGE" once again becomes an 
"ACTIVE DOSAGE" and then are reactivated any contacts at the time of the 
interruption. 

NEXT 

 

To skip to the following ingredient to be extracted. This button appears only if the dosing 
operation in progress is active and the dosage is in “extraction phase”. 
Touching this button means “next ingredient”, that is close the extraction of the current 
ingredient and skip to the next ingredient in the product.  
At the press of this button are 4 possible alternatives: 
• If the ingredient is to be weighed and the detected net weight is within its own 
tolerance range, the weight is saved and the next ingredient is loaded. 
• If the ingredient is to be weighed and the detected net weight is below its own 
tolerance range, the current weight of the ingredient is saved (partial weight). After the 
acquisition of the weight, the button DISCHARGE appears and makes it possible 
emptying of the scale. 
• If the ingredient is to be weighed and the detected net weight is above its own 
tolerance range the system will display the message “The weight is beyond the 
tolerance! Do you want to recalculate all the ingredients quantities on the basis of the 
new weight of the current ingredient?”. If the user chooses No return to the dosage 
window and will have to correct the weight of the ingredient in order to return into 
tolerance. In case the user chooses Yes the required of all ingredients will be 
recalculated based on the detected net of the current ingredient and the product starts 
from the beginning so that the operator can add the missing quantity to the previous 
ingredients. 
• If the ingredient in extraction is an ingredient not to be weighed pressing this button 
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is just to confirm that the ingredient has been added as it is not saved the real weight of 
the ingredient.  
 
To each weighing saves the following data which will then be stored in the Recipe 
Archive to keep the traceability of the ingredients: 
• Ingredient 
• Batch 
• Weight 

FORCE NEXT 

 

Only displayed if it is enabled through configuration. 
It asks for shifting to the next ingredient to be extracted. Only enabled if dosage is 
active. 
Pressing this button means to close the extraction of the current ingredient and force 
the shifting to the next ingredient even if the current ingredient weight is below allowed 
tolerance. 

DISCHARGE 

 

This button is for unloading the scale during an active dosing operation. The software 
set the tare at zero on the scale and waits until the weight returns into the zero 
tolerance range. Then the user can start again to add the other ingredients needed to 
complete the product. It's useful if you have to complete recipes with a required weight 
higher than the capacity of the scale. 

STOP 

 

Stop the dosage: the dosing operation is still in progress but DOSAGE is HELD. Touch 
the START button to re-activate the dosage from the interruption point. 
This button appears if the dosing operation in progress is active. 
Accidentally switching the terminal off during an active dosage operation means STOP, 
so the operator can press the START button and re-activate the dosage from the 
interruption point. 

CANCEL 

 

Print the dosage. The dosed quantity of the product in extraction is the last detected 
valid weight during the extraction phase if it is a product to be weighed, while it is set at 
zero if it is a product not to be weighed. 
In case of CENCELED dosage, all the totals are calculated, the number of cycles 
decreases and the terminal gets back to “initial phase” (without going through the 
“unloading phase” and the “unloading additional time phase”).  
This button appears if the dosing is in “extraction phase” (active or held dosage). 

 

CHANGE 

INGREDIENT 
To change the ingredient to be weighed. A window is displayed to show information 
about the ingredient and a new one can be selected from the table of ingredients. 
 
Usage example: 
In the product is indicated a required weight of Ingredient1 equal to 10 kg. We have, 
however, available only 8 kg of Ingredient1. To complete the product, we have to 
weigh, together with the 8 kg of Ingredient1, other 2 kg of Ingredient2 that must be 
equivalent. To do this you need to follow the procedure: 
1. Extract 8 kg of Ingredient1 
2. Press the "NEXT" button to acquire the weight of the Ingredient1 
3. Press the "Change ingredient" button and select the Ingredient2 
4. Extract the remaining 2 kg of Ingredient2 
5. Press the "NEXT" button to acquire the weight of the Ingredient2 
In case you need to replace the ingredient more than once, repeat steps 3-5. 

CHANGE 

INGREDIENT BATCH 
To change the current ingredient batch. Several batches can be bound to partial 
weighing operations of the same ingredient. A window is displayed to show 
information about the ingredient and the ingredient batch can be modified. 
 
Usage example: 
In the product is indicated a required weight of Ingredient1 with batch "123" equal to 
10 kg. We have, however, available only 8 kg of Ingredient1 with batch "123". To 
complete the product, we have to weigh, together with the 8 kg of Ingredient1 batch 
"123", other 2 kg of Ingredient1 batch "124".To do this you need to follow the 
procedure: 
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1. Extract 8 kg of Ingredient1 batch “123” 
2. Press the "NEXT" button to acquire the weight of the Ingredient1 batch “123” 
3. Press the "Change ingredient batch" button and enter the new ingredient batch, 
in this case “124” 
4. Extract the remaining 2 kg of Ingredient1 batch “124” 
5. Press the "NEXT" button to acquire the weight of the Ingredient1 batch “124” 
In case you need to change the batch of the ingredient more than once, repeat 
steps 3-5. 
 

 NOTE 
In the Change ingredient batch window you can read the batch of the ingredient by 
reading a bar code (from serial reader). 

CHANGE ACTUAL 

WEIGHT 
To modify the value stored in the Recipe Archive as “weighed” for the ingredients 
not to be weighed. A window is displayed to modify the weight value of the current 
ingredient. It is displayed only in case the current ingredient must not be weighed. 

CHANGE PRODUCT 

BATCH 
To change the current product batch. A window is displayed to modify the product 
batch. 

ADD INGREDIENT To add an ingredient not present in the product in progress. A window is displayed 
for adding a new ingredient in the same way you add it at compile time to a formula. 
The added ingredient will not be saved permanently in the product but will be 
processed as the next ingredient to be weighed and will be stored in the Recipe 
Archive to keep the traceability. 
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10.1.10.1.10.1.10.1. SELECT A PRODUCT / RECIPE PLAN 
In the dosage window, touch the SEL.PLAN button to open the following mask.  
 

 
 

The buttons have the following meanings: 
 

10.1.1. RECALL RECIPE PLAN  
To set a recipe plan, that is a list of products to produce sequentially (see chapter about recipe plans). 
associating to it a number of repeat cycles. 

 
When a recipe plan is selected the related information is loaded and the first product to be carried out is 
set. 
 
The window shows the name of the recipe plan, the current step in the recipe plan and information about 
the product that will be performed: 
• Product 
• Production required 
• Cycles to carry out implementing the product 
• Batch 

 
10.1.2. RECALL PRODUCT  

To set a product to be processed, with a number of repetition cycles and a production batch. 
 
The selection of a product automatically implies the quantity to be produced with that product, according 
to the “Required quantity mode” parameter. 
 
It is possible to modify the “Production required”, “Cycles number” and “Batch” parameters in a recipe 
plan/product after being set. 
 
Clicking inside the Operator field you log in to the operators catalogue to select the name of the operator 
who is working. If the parameter "REQUIRED OPERATOR SELECTION" is enabled the operator is not 
able to perform any work until this field has not been filled. 
 
If the parameter “RECOMPUTE THE PRODUCT TOLERANCE” has been enabled during the system 
configuration, the terminal resets the quantity and tolerance parameters of the product’s ingredients. 
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Tick PRINT RECOMPUTED PRODUCT to print the selected product for the dosage. 
The printout consists of the following data: 
• Header "Production product", the date and the time. 
• Production batch. 
• Product’s description. 
• Production required. 
• List of ingredients that make up the product; for each of them are printed the code and the 

description associated with the indication of the scale on which to weigh the ingredient, the required 
weight and the tolerance and calculated with the possible recalculation and the indication of the 
product " Not Weighed". 

If the lower limit of the required weight of an ingredient is higher than the capacity of the scale, to the print 
line that indicates the values required weight and tolerance of the ingredient follows the line "Quantity 
over scales max load". 
 

10.1.3. PENDING RECIPES 
Displays the window containing the list of the dosages not yet completed. 
 

After selecting the dosage that you want to resume, press the button  to resume it. 
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11.11.11.11. DOSAGE CYCLE 
Touch the START button after setting the product / recipe plan. 
 

 
 
The window displays the following data related to the work in progress: 

RECIPE PLAN Code, description and cycle of the recipe plan in progress. 
E.g.: 1/4 means that the first of the four recipe plan items is in progress. 

PRODUCT Code, description, batch and cycle of the product in progress. 
E.g.: 3/4 means that the current product shall be processed 4 times; three have 
already been processed. 

INGREDIENT Code, description and batch of the ingredient in extraction. 
It is also shown the index of the current ingredient in the product in progress. 
E.g.: 1/6 means that the current ingredient is the first of six ingredients in the product 
in progress. 

REQUIRED Actual requested value of the product. 

SEQUENTIAL 

NUMBER 

Sequential number associated to the dosage in progress. 

ACTUAL WEIGHT Value of totalized weight for not weighed ingredients. 

WANTING Indicates the difference between the extracted weight and the requested quantity. 

EXTRACTED Indicates the quantity of ingredient already extracted on the scale. 

 
The tolerance/non tolerance status of the weight is signaled by the background color of the window: 
• Yellow, weight lower than tolerance 
• Green, weight within tolerance 
• Red, weight exceeding tolerance 
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11.1.11.1.11.1.11.1. DOSAGE CYCLE DESCRIPTION 
A dosage operation is made up by the following phases: 

 

11.1.1. INITIAL PHASE 
Touching START means “START DOSAGE”. The terminal checks all the necessary conditions are 
present to carry a dosage out. The weight on the selected scale is stored as tare value and then the 
tolerance range is calculated using the “required” and “tolerance” values bound with the first ingredient 
composing the product selected for the dosage. 
In case the production request is different from the product original request, the request quantity and 
possibly the tolerance of the ingredients making up the product are those re-computed after the 
parameters re-setting.   
The lower limit of the tolerance range is the difference between required – tolerance, while the upper limit 
is the sum required + tolerance; limits are rounded to the weight division of the scale. 
The terminal signals “weight under tolerance” on the display and on the proper output contact, if 
applicable, then goes on to the “EXTRACTION PHASE”. 

 

11.1.2. EXTRACTING PHASE 
Automatically started at the end of the initial phase, it finishes touching “NEXT” on the last ingredient of 
the product.   
During this phase, the terminal continuously checks the net weight on the selected scale and detects if it 
is within the lower and upper limit of the tolerance range of the ingredient in extraction. 
If the net weight is below the tolerance range, “weight under tolerance” is signaled by a yellow 
background and on the proper output contact, if applicable. 
In this situation, touching the NEXT button, the terminal stores the weighed quantity and stands by 
waiting for a weight within tolerance. 
If the net weight is within the tolerance range, “weight within tolerance” is signaled by a green background 
and on the proper output contact, if applicable. 
In this situation, touching the change product NEXT button, the terminal stores the ingredient weighed 
quantity and goes on to the extraction of the following ingredient in the product. 
If the net weight is over the tolerance range, “weight over tolerance” is signaled by a red background and 
on the proper output contact, if applicable. 
If the ingredient in extraction has not to be weighed, the operator can touch the button to change the 
ingredient straight away, as the ingredient comes pre-packed and the quantity is known. 
 

    

NOTE 
If the quantity of the ingredient in extraction is bigger than the scale capacity, the weighing 
operation can be split as: 
1. Load on the scale any quantity of product, without overloading the scale  
2. Touch the NEXT button, in order to store the loaded quantity. 
3. Touch the DISCHARGE button: the terminal zeroes the tare and stands by waiting for the 

scale to be unloaded. When the scale is within the tolerance of zero scale, the terminal 
enables the dosage and more ingredients can be extracted. 

4. The steps above can be repeated as long as a quantity to weigh is left which is lower than 
the scale max capacity. 

 
The timeout for stability is set during the installation of the terminal, when it runs out the weight 
is considered stable anyway. 

 

11.1.3. PRINTING PHASE 

• Automatically started if during the extraction phase some problems occur, for example the possible 
input contact “Enable recipe” is missing, or the select scale is unreadable. 

• Manually started by the operator, if during the last ingredient of the product in progress the NEXT 
button has been touched, or if the CANCEL button has been touched to stop the dosage. 

 
The printing phase possibly includes the printing of dosing data and the update of database data.  
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In case the printer does not work (e.g.: it runs out of paper), the terminal automatically and temporarily 
stops the dosing operations (STOP). Solve the problem leading to the failure; touch START and the 
dosing operations re-start from the printing phase. 
Note: If the printing phase is due to trouble in extraction or the dosage has been definitely stopped, the 
last line of the cycle data is “----  Recipe interrupted  ----“. 
Note: In the printout of the dosage, the required and dosed quantities are expressed with the number of 
decimals of scale A. 

 

11.1.4. UNLOADING PHASE  
Automatically started after the printing phase, but only if the printing is due to NEXT during the last 
ingredient of the product. The terminal stands by until the selected scale is within its own tolerance of 
zero scale, then the next phase starts. 

 

11.1.5. UNLOADING ADDITIONAL TIME PHASE 
Automatically started at the end of the unloading phase. The terminal waits until the unloading additional 
time (defined during the installation of the terminal) runs out to go back to the INITIAL PHASE as the 
dosing operation is finished and another one can be started. 
 

11.2.11.2.11.2.11.2. ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS TO START A RECIPE 
• is set to a product for dosing; 
• production required for the product not zero; 
• cycles number not zero; 
• product made up of at least one ingredient; 
• product made up of at least one ingredient with required weight not zero; 
• scale not in error; 
• scale not in overload; 
• the selected scale must be within its zero tolerance range (or above the range, depending on how 

defined during installation of the terminal); 
• the weight must be stable. The system waits the stability condition for a maximum time defined 

during installation of the terminal, when the timeout is expired is still considered stable weight. 
• If defined, the input contact "Enable recipe" must be active. 

 
As long as all the above conditions are not verified, the filling operation is not initiated. 
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12.12.12.12. REMOTE COMMANDS 

SYMBOLS 
Here are the conventions applied to describe the on serial line, net or profibus. 
• Normal characters are identified by their symbol. 
• Check digits are in brackets and in uppercase letters. 

For example: 
<CR> means the carriage return character. 
<SP> means the space character. 
• If needed, this character hexadecimal value is written in numbers and uppercase letters. 

For example: <CR>(0DH) or $(24H). 
• Variables are in lowercase letters in brackets. 

For example: 
<um>= unit of measurement of weight. 
Its value can be: 
kg = kilos 
<SP>g = grams 
lb = pounds 
<SP>t = tons 
• n and y are numeric fields with possible spaces at the beginning, decimal separator and minus sign. 
• In case the terminal version is multi scale, b means the letter identifying the scale under focus (A, B, 

C or D). 
 

REMOTE COMMANDS IN THE MULTI SCALE VERSION 
In case the terminal comes with more than one scale, some remote commands modify their syntax in 
order to identify the scale under focus. 
For example, to get gross weight, syntax is modified as follows: 
XBb<CR> 
where b is the letter bound to the scale under focus (A, B, C or D). 
For these commands, in brackets next to the standard command, syntax is provided. 
 
REPLY TO A WRONG COMMAND 
??<CR><LF> 
This reply string is sent if: 
• a command syntax is not correct; 
• if a command cannot be executed. 

 
REPLY TO A CORRECT COMMAND 
In case the command is accepted, if it needs the transmission of some information, the reply is the 
transmission of the required data; otherwise, the reply is the following string: 
OK<CR><LF>  

1.1. REQUESTING THE CODE OF THE RECIPE PLAN IN PROGRESS 
 
SC<CR> 
 
 

1.2. REQUESTING THE CODE OF THE PRODUCT IN PROGRESS 
 
FC<CR> 
 
 

1.3. REQUESTING THE BATCH OF THE PRODUCT IN PROGRESS 
 
FL<CR> 
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1.4. REQUESTING THE CODE OF THE INGREDIENT IN PROGRESS 
 
PC<CR> 
 
 

1.5. START DOSING 
 
ST<CR> 
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13.13.13.13. SETUP 
From the TOOLS window, touch the SETUP button to gain access to the system setup. 
 
The following parameters can be set during configuration: 

 

13.1.13.1.13.1.13.1. SETTINGS 
 

13.1.1. SCALE A ZERO TOLERANCE 
Max value for empty scale A. 

 

13.1.2. SCALE B ZERO TOLERANCE 
Max value for empty scale B. 

 

13.1.3. SCALE C ZERO TOLERANCE 
Max value for empty scale C. 

 

13.1.4. SCALE D ZERO TOLERANCE 
Max value for empty scale D. 
 

13.1.5. REQUIRED QUANTITY MODE 
Required quantity mode can be INGREDIENTS SUM or FIXED TOTAL. 
 
REQUIRED QUANTITY 

• INGREDIENTS SUM: the production required is the sum of the quantities of ingredients in the 
product 

• FIXED TOTAL: the production required is set at 100 %, the quantities of ingredients refer to the 
fixed total. 

Select a mode and the terminal recalculates the ingredients based on the selection. 
 
EXAMPLE FOR INGREDIENTS SUM 

The product F1 is made up by: 
Ingredient 2: 100 kg required, 5 kg tolerance 
Ingredient 5: 50 kg required, 2 kg tolerance 

Set the required quantity at 180 kg (that is 30 kg more than the sum of the two products in the formula); 
the difference between the set quantity and the original quantity is 30 kg, spread among the ingredients: 

Ingredient 2: 120 kg required, 6 kg tolerance 
Ingredient 5: 60 kg required, 2,4 kg tolerance 

These new values are valid only while the product is in progress and only if the operator does not recall a 
new product. 
 
EXAMPLE FOR FIXED TOTAL 
The product F1 is made up by: 
Ingredient 2: 100 kg required, 5 kg tolerance 
Ingredient 5: 50 kg required, 2 kg tolerance 
Set the required quantity at 180 %; the difference between the set quantity and the original quantity is 80 
kg, spread among the ingredients: 
Ingredient 2: 180 kg required, 9 kg tolerance 
Ingredient 5: 90 kg required, 3,6 kg tolerance 
These new values are valid only while the product is in progress and only if the operator does not recall a 
new product. 

 

13.1.6. RECOMPUTE THE INGREDIENT TOLERANCE 
If enabled, during the re-setting of a request quantity for a product, the ingredients tolerances are re-
calculated as well. 
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13.1.7. START OVER ZERO TOLERANCE 
When enabled, a dosing cycle is allowed even if the scale detects a weight out of the scale tolerance of 
zero. 

 

13.1.8. ENABLE CHANGE INGREDIENT FORCED 
Whenever this option is enabled during dosage, a button is displayed (FORCE NEXT) to shift to the next 
ingredient in the dosage cycle even if the weight of the current ingredient is below the required tolerance. 
 

13.1.9. AUTOMATIC FEED PRODUCT 
If enabled, at the end of each dosage, when the scale is unloaded, the system automatically starts the 
dosage of the next product (if any) without the operator having to press start. 
 

13.1.10. USE SEQUENTIAL NUMBER 
If enabled, each dosage is given a sequential number. 
 

13.1.11. SEQUENTIAL NUMBER 
Current sequential number. 
 

13.1.12. ENABLE BATCHING ARCHIVE 
If enabled, every single elaboration of a product is recorded in the Recipe Archive. 

 

13.1.13. SYNC BATCHING ARCHIVE 

• Manual: the synchronization of data occurs only by pressing the "DB Synchronization" button. 
• Every batch: the synchronization of data occurs automatically at the end of each dosage. 

 
13.1.14. EXPORT BATCHING ARCHIVE 

• Manual: the export of data related to the dosages is only performed manually through the window to 
export csv. 

• Every batch: the export of data related to dosages occurs automatically at the end of each dosage. 
 

13.1.15. TOTALS BY PRODUCT 
If enabled as a result of each processing product, the archive is updated with the total amount produced 
for each product.  
 

13.1.16. TOTALS BY INGREDIENT 
If enabled as a result of each processing product, the archive is updated with the total amount produced 
for each ingredient.  

 

13.1.17. TOTALIZE CANCELLED BATCH 
When this option is enabled are totalized and stored in the Recipe Archive also the dosages that has 
been canceled. 

 

13.1.18. VALID WEIGHT TIMEOUT (S) 
Max time for the scale to wait for valid weight. 

 

13.1.19. DISCHARGING EXTRA TIME (S) 
Time added to the unloading phase before enabling the following phase. 

 

13.1.20. TOLERANCE IN % 
When this option is enabled the tolerance indicated on the individual ingredients is interpreted as a 
percentage of the ingredient required. In case of recalculation of all of the ingredients required, if the 
tolerance is expressed in percentage is not recalculated. 
This parameter must be enabled before inserting data into the archives. 

 

13.1.21. ENABLE RECALCULATION FOR INGREDIENTS OVER THE TOLERANCE 
When this option is enabled, you can recalculate the demand of all the ingredients on the basis of a 
dosed ingredient that is out of tolerance. 
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13.1.22. REQUIRED INSERTION OF INGREDIENT BATCH 
When this option is enabled during processing is required to enter the batch associated with the 
ingredient if it is not already present. 

 

13.1.23. REQUIRED OPERATOR SELECTION 
When this option is enabled, it’s not possible to work a product or a recipe plan if the operator who is 
working on the terminal did not previously identified. 
 

13.2.13.2.13.2.13.2. RECIPE INPUTS 
 

13.2.1. ENABLE RECIPE 
The contact must be active when you START DOSAGE or RE-START DOSAGE AFTER STOPPING IT 
and it must be kept active throughout the extracting phase. 

 

13.2.2. START / STOP  
Same function as the "START" and “STOP” buttons on the terminal keyboard. Same as START if 
activated when the dosage is not active; same as STOP if activated when the dosage is active. 

 

13.2.3. NEXT 
Same function as the "NEXT" button on the terminal keyboard. 
 

13.2.4. NO CYCLE PRINT 
If the contact is active when the terminal is in the printing phase, the dosage data are not printed but only 
the totals and the increasing of the number of cycles are carried out. 
This input avoids the modification of the status of exclusion of the cycle printing from the terminal 
keyboard. 

 

13.2.5. RESET SCALE 
Same as the metrological button "Zero Scale" and is always related to the selected scale. 

 

13.2.6. SET TARE 
Same as the metrological button to acquire a tare value and is always related to the selected scale. 

 

13.2.7. CLEAR TARE 
Same as the metrological button to cancel a tare value and is always related to the selected scale. 
 

13.2.8. DISCHARGE 
Same as the “DISCHARGE” button of the terminal and is always related to the selected scale. 
 

13.3.13.3.13.3.13.3. RECIPE OUTPUTS 
 

13.3.1. SELECTED SCALE A 
Managed anytime. 
Active when scale "A" is selected. 

13.3.2. ZERO SCALE A 
Managed anytime. 
Active when the gross weight of scale "A" is within the set tolerance of zero. 
 

13.3.3. SELECTED SCALE B 
Managed anytime. 
Active when scale "B" is selected. 

 

13.3.4. ZERO SCALE B 
Managed anytime. 
Active when the gross weight of scale "B" is within the set tolerance of zero. 
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13.3.5. SELECTED SCALE C 

Managed anytime. 
Active when scale "C" is selected. 

 

13.3.6. ZERO SCALE C 
Managed anytime. 
Active when the gross weight of scale "C" is within the set tolerance of zero. 
 

13.3.7. SELECTED SCALE D 
Managed anytime. 
Active when scale "D" is selected. 

 

13.3.8. ZERO SCALE D 
Managed anytime. 
Active when the gross weight of scale "D" is within the set tolerance of zero. 

 

13.3.9. WEIGHT UNDER TOLERANCE 
Managed only during active dosage and extracting phase. 
It is active when the net weight on the selected scale is below the lower limit of the tolerance range. 
Remember that the lower limit of tolerance is the difference between required - tolerance rounded to the 
weight division of the scale in use; data about required and tolerance are those set for the ingredient in 
extraction or, in case the production required is different from its original required, are those re-calculated 
after the parameters re-setting. 

 

13.3.10. WEIGHT WITHIN TOLERANCE 
Managed only during active dosage and extracting phase. 
It is active when the net weight on the selected scale is equal to or greater than the lower limit of the 
tolerance range and is equal to or less than the upper limit of the tolerance range. 
Remember that the lower limit of tolerance is the difference between required - tolerance rounded to the 
weight division of the scale in use, while the upper limit of tolerance is the sum of required + tolerance 
rounded to the weight division of the scale in use. Data about required and tolerance are those set for the 
ingredient in extraction or, in case the production required is different from its original required, are those 
re-calculated after the parameters re-setting. 

 

13.3.11. WEIGHT OVER TOLERANCE 
Managed only during active dosage and extracting phase. 
It is active when the net weight on the selected scale is greater than the upper limit of the tolerance 
range. 
Remember that the upper limit of tolerance is the sum of required + tolerance rounded to the weight 
division of the scale in use; data about required and tolerance are those set for the ingredient in extraction 
or, in case the production required is different from its original required, are those re-calculated after the 
parameters re-setting. 

 

13.3.12. END RECIPE 
Managed only during active dosage, printing phase, unloading and additional unloading time. 
Activated when in printing phase and deactivated when the additional unloading time phase runs out and 
the initial phase is ready to start. 

 

13.3.13. CHANGE INGREDIENT ENABLED 
This contact is managed if the dosage is active only. 
It is active when the “NEXT” button is enabled. 

 

13.3.14. DISCHARGING ENABLED 
This contact is managed if the dosage is active only. 
It is active when the “DISCHARGE” button is enabled. 
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13.3.15. DISCHARGING PHASE 
This contact is managed during unloading only. 
It is active when the message “RECIPE COMPLETE” is displayed. 
 

13.4.13.4.13.4.13.4. PRINT 
 

13.4.1. PRINT AT THE END OF THE BATCH 
If enabled, at the end of each dosage a receipt is printed. 
 

13.4.2. PRINTER 
The name of the default printer to print the data of the dosage. 
 

13.4.3. PRINT INGREDIENT DESCRIPTION 
If enabled, in the printing summary of the dosage also shows the description of the ingredients. If not 
enabled it will print only the code. 
 

13.4.4. COPIES NUMBER 
Number of copies of the summary of dosage printed in addition to the first. 
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